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Why am I so Blue?
The dark side of blue light?

Joe Simonett, MD 

Nasa.gov

Light transmitted in the human eye

Potential effects of Blue light

1. Circadian rhythm 
2. Direct damage to the retina
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What is Circadian Rhythm? And why do we have it? “Circadian” (circa – about; diem – day) 

Coined in 1959 by Franz Halberg to describe 
physiologic processes that follow a 24-hour rhythm

Two major criteria 
1. Endogenous: Internally driven rhythm with a 

period of ~24 hours (persists even in 24 hours of 
darkness)

2. Entrainable: The rhythm can be reset by external 
stimuli (e.g. light or heat)

24h
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Charles Darwin, 1880

Michael Rosbash Jeffrey Hall                         Michael Young

Nobel Assembly at Karolinska Institutet, 2017.
Adrenal gland

~12h ~12h 24/7
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Photoreceptors:
1. Rods

2. Cones

#1 & #2

Photoreceptors:
1. Rods

2. Cones
3. Intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion cells

#1 & #2

#3

webvision.med.utah.edu

Intrinsically photosensitive retinal 
ganglion cells

• 3-5% of retinal ganglion cells 
express “melanopsin” protein 
that are directly photosensitive

• Important for non-image-
forming light reception like 
pupillary light response and 
circadian entrainment

• Absorption peak of 470-480 nm
Blue light was most effective in phase-shifting the 

human circadian rhythm

Blood melatonin levels

Blue Light Green Light

E-Reader use resulted in 
• Suppressed evening 

melatonin levels
• Longer sleep latency
• Less REM sleep
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Is blue light all bad?

Blue light helpful for Jet Lag? Direct damage to the retina

Macular pigment (Lutein and Zeaxanthine) 
Absorb free radicles and filter UV and Blue light

Oxidative stress 
in mice 
photoreceptors 
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Strategies for decreasing blue light

• Should we do it?

Strategies for decreasing blue light

• Should we do it? – No perfect answer

1.Block with glasses
2.Block with IOL
3.Decrease exposure for devices

Which one blocks blue light? Which one blocks blue light?
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Summary
• There is evidence (some from animal models, some from 

human studies) that blue light might have negative 
effects on circadian rhythm and retinal health, but no 
proven benefit to blocking blue light
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• “Absence of evidence is not evidence of absence”

Summary
• There is evidence (some from animal models, some from 

human studies) that blue light might have negative 
effects on circadian rhythm and retinal health, but no 
proven benefit to blocking blue light

• “Absence of evidence is not evidence of absence”
• Multiple strategies to support motivated patients who 

want to reduce blue light exposure


